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Abstract6

We examine the problem of estimating missed detections with a method that de-7

pends on multiple “expert” estimates of the probability that an apprehended and8

“tagged” border crosser will “quit” or will be apprehended if trying to cross the border9

again. We argue that these estimates must be made separately for diverse demographic10

groups and apprehension histories. We present a Bayesian method of weighting estima-11

tors to provide a principled aggregation, and discuss some extensions and limitations12

of the proposed approach.13

1 Introduction14

The Rutgers ECR project seeks to provide one clearly defined component of a broader effort15

to understand, model, and control undocumented border crossing. ECR does not seek to be16

a general analysis of the causes of illegal border crossing, and their relative importance. Its17

goal is to estimate the fraction, a, of undocumented border-crossers that are apprehended.18

∗Work in progress. Supported by DHS Contract 2015-ST-061-BSH Subcontract: R-17-0050.
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ECR extends the family of statistical techniques for making this estimate. These methods,19

called “capture-recapture” or “mark and recapture” are all based on knowing that some20

individual has been “seen” more than once. In the present application ECR concerns only21

the behavior of those persons who have been apprehended at least once, and biometrically22

identified.123

The simplest case arises if every such person is known to attempt entry again within a24

specified time period (for example one month, or one year). In this case the number appre-25

hended supports an estimator of the chance that any border crosser will be apprehended. In26

the mathematical models, apprehension on the next attempt is treated as a binary random27

variable, with parameter a, the probability of apprehension. The specific methods of extrap-28

olating to the total population that attempted to cross the border during the specified time29

period have been developed in ecological applications, and leading methods are summarized30

in Anonymous (2018)31

However, it is not known that “every such person will to attempt entry again within a32

specific time period” [let us call this the “closed system assumption” or CSA.] Therefore33

ECR must address the problem of estimating what fraction of such persons will not attempt34

to enter again within the chosen time period. Let us informally call this fraction the “quit35

factor” q. The theory of branching processes shows that in this case the number of appre-36

hensions, A is a binomial random variable with the parameter z = a(1 − q). Thus, for a37

total of N tagged individuals the number of apprehensions, A, is given by the Binomial38

distribution, Equation 1.39

A ∼ Bin(N, a(1− q)) (1)

What this means, an issue that is discussed in detail below, is that the capture-recapture40

model itself cannot distinguish between two assertions about the parameters (a, q) and (a′, q′)41

if a(1− q) = a′(1− q′).42

1Persons younger than 14 are not fingerprinted, and would not be included in this analysis.
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1.1 Factors Affecting Persistence versus Quitting43

Our ongoing review of reports and discussions of border crossing reveals that q is considered44

to be a strongly conditional property of an individual. This research indicates that the value45

of q for particular individual i, qi, is believed to depend upon:46

1. The individual’s demographics (Grimes et al. (2013)), D, (age, sex, country/region/town47

of origin, relatives in the US, etc.)48

2. The individual’s apprehension history, H, which includes the precise dates and location49

of each apprehension together with the consequences (Capps et al.) that were applied50

at each prior apprehension51

3. General social and economic conditions (Clemen and Winkler (1999)) E (crime, wage52

levels, etc.) both in the home country and in the United States, sometimes called53

“push-pull” factors54

4. The individual’s “reason for migrating” R (economic, safety, reunification, etc.)55

5. The US policies and posture with regard to immigration P (publicity, enforcement,56

etc.)57

In other words, for each individual, i, the chance of quitting, qi, is determined by some58

unknown master function Q.59

qi = Q(Di,H,i ,E,Ri,P) (2)

In fact, since time is also a controlling variable in the process of trying again, it is more60

accurate to say that the function is a probability density, so that, for a time lag τ , the61

probability of trying again in a short interval dτ is given by Equation 3.62

qi(τ)dτ = Q(Di,H,i ,E,Ri,P, τ)dτ (3)
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If this function were known for every apprehended and tagged individual we could esti-63

mate how many of each tagged set would try again, and thus estimate the apprehension rate64

a, for a tagged group.65

Note that we are not seeking to solve the overall problem of immigration; the specific66

charge is to estimate what portion of the illegal immigration attempts go undetected. This67

can be achieved if we can identify some subset of border crossers that: (a) is representative68

(possibly with stratification) of all border crossers; and (b) has accurately known probability69

of quitting and not trying to cross the border during some specified period of time. This70

second condition is at the heart of our Extension of Capture-Recapture.71

As in all capture-recapture analyses, the extrapolation from the sample to the whole72

population requires the first assumption. A more subtle analysis suggests that with each73

apprehension the process selects those less able to avoid apprehension, a kind of reverse74

Darwinian selection. We propose to examine this issue only after the more pressing issue of75

estimating Q has been addressed.76

2 Understanding the Q− function77

Estimating Q raises two problems that can be called granularity, and aggregation.78

2.1 Granularity79

Granularity refers to the fact that we will never have the detailed information needed to80

estimate the Q-function at the individual level. Instead, we must treat individuals in groups.81

Individuals treated in a specific a group should have “sufficiently similar” values of the82

determining variables, D,H, . . . so that they will have “nearly the same value” of q(τ).83

With these conditions, the average value of q(τ) for that group can be used in estimating84

the rate of apprehension.85

Mathematically, if there are Ng individuals in a group labeled g who attempt to cross the86
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border during the time period of interest, and the apprehension rate for the group labeled g87

is ag, then the number of apprehensions in each group will be a (binomial) random variable88

with expected value < Ag >= agNg. The corresponding estimate of the overall number of89

missed detections (M) can be computed if all the values of the ag, the apprehension rates90

for the separate groups, are known. The canonical form for that estimate (Lincoln-Petersen,91

see Anonymous (2018)) is:92

< M >=
∑
g

1− ag
ag

Ag. (4)

Here the expression < X > represents the expected value or mean of the variable X.93

Division by ag estimates the number Ng while multiplication by 1−ag estimates the number94

missed. This is summed over all groups to give a total estimate. In general, the fractional95

uncertainty in the sum will be reduced, as random errors in the estimate will tend to cancel.96

2 However, in the real world, some groups (for example human traffickers, or terrorists) are97

considerably more important than others (e.g migrant workers), and a measure of “harm”98

would give them greater weight.99

The problems of bias and confidence intervals for this estimator have been examined by100

Sadinle (2009). Sample size considerations are discussed (using Chapman’s analysis of the101

somewhat more rigorous hypergeometric distribution) by Robson and Regier (1964).102

For practical application, two principles guide the definitions of the groups g ∈ G. First,103

each of the groups should be small enough to capture important distinctions in the q−value.104

Second, and absolutely vital for implementation, the groups must correspond to information105

that is known, and can be measured for future cohorts. This second principal brings up106

the problem of aggregating multiple estimates. There is no single source for any of this107

information, and there are a variety of ways in which it might be estimated.108

2If there are errors due to a shared bias, the sum will perpetuate that bias.
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2.2 Aggregating estimates of q109

There are some detailed studies of varied populations. There are several kinds of interview110

studies with individuals: those who have returned home to a country of origin; those who111

have been interviewed in Mexico, en route to the border; those who have been interviewed112

in detention at the border; or those who have been interviewed in the US. Each study uses a113

different panel of questions. Few ask about “quitting” and those that do vary in “specificity.”114

In order to compare observations with interview data it is not enough to know that a certain115

group of individuals “is likely to try again.” We need to know information as specific as116

“20% of individuals in a specific group g will try3 to cross the border again within 7 days.”117

As the literature stands today, it is hard to see any specific group for which there is a clear118

consensus about their retry or quitting behavior following apprehension and release.119

We anticipate that future methods may will add more information about the estimated120

q − factor for various sub-populations. For each of three sources of information, there are121

established methods for combining information from multiple sources.122

1. The overall process of combining results from published studies is known as meta-123

analysis.124

2. Processes for combining algorithms, particularly in the areas of Artificial Intelligence125

and Machine Learning are called variously “combination of methods,” “data fusion,”126

“boosting.”127

3. Finally, when the information comes from diverse experts the processes may be called128

“aggregation of judgment” or “aggregating opinion.”129

Before going into some of the details about aggregation, let us state a key criterion130

about the relation of this research on extending capture-recapture to the overall problem of131

estimating missed detections at the nation’s borders.132

3More precisely, we can only know that 20% of the individuals in this group, who were interviewed,
asserted to an interviewer that they plan or intend to try again within 7 days.
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It is assumed that DHS/BP seeks a method for updating and re-133

computing the q − function in a dynamically changing world.134

In other words, the problem of estimating Q is not to be solved once and for all, by any135

particular study. Rather, we seek a method that is easily reused from time to time as needed.136

Reassessment might be needed because of changes in technology, policy, or world economic137

conditions. Or it may be indicated if current observations diverge from those on which the138

model was based.139

To this moment [March 30, 2018] our research reveals extremely little information about140

estimates of qg for any groups. What information there is provides a very, very narrow base141

for calculations.142

A few examples of data available so far are:143

• an estimate (Hershberg) that “young adult men who can no longer live with their144

grandparents in the northern triangle will try to enter again as soon as they can raise145

the money required.”146

• Similarly an extensive interview study by the Tucson Center of Excellence Grimes147

et al. (2013) suggested that “7.4 percent of all apprehended persons intend to cross the148

border within 7 days, but more than twice as large a fraction (17.1) of those who have149

a spouse in the US will try to cross again within 7 days of release.”150

Progress will require obtaining more estimates, and obtaining estimates that focus on151

demographics that have a high probability of trying again4. This calls for a principled152

process for aggregating diverse estimates of the probability of trying again, as proposed in153

the following section.154

2.3 Types of Aggregation155

As noted, three kinds of aggregation may prove to be important for this problem.156

4To increase sample size.
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1. Document aggregation. the gold standard here is the methods of Cochrane stud-157

ies (Higgins et al., 2005), which use qualitative assessment of the quality of research158

results. When studies report comparable measurements of the same parameter, the159

methods of meta-analysis (Yusuf et al. (1985)) provide quantitative aggregation of data160

together with information on the statistical and systematic uncertainties of the findings161

(e.g.,confidence intervals, p-values, etc.).162

2. Aggregation of algorithms. To our knowledge there are not, at present, any algo-163

rithmic estimates of the q− function. However, we anticipate that modeling, together164

with methods for processing sensor data to estimate missed detections directly, will165

one day provide such purely automated or algorithmic estimates. Methods for aggre-166

gating algorithms have been developed in Information Retrieval, Machine Learning,167

and Artificial Intelligence. There are two essential findings: (1) it is generally better to168

combine several algorithms, than to rely only on the single “best” one alone; and (2) if169

it is possible to measure the performance of the algorithms, aggregation works better170

by giving greater weight to the ones that are more accurate (Ng and Kantor, 2000;171

Hsu and Taksa, 2005; Freund et al., 1996, 2003). These results inform our innovative172

approach to the third facet of aggregation, aggregation of experts.173

3. Aggregation of experts. Aggregation of expert opinion or judgment is an important174

approach to complex problems, for which no one person or method captures all of the175

relevant information. A very good review is given by (Clemen and Winkler, 1999).176

Since capture-recapture comes to us from the field of ecology we also consider the177

heavily cited review by (Royle et al., 2013). Another related thread of research is the178

“Good Judgment” project (Ungar et al., 2012)5.179

5This project, initially funded by IARPA to assess crowd-sourcing has evolved along the lines sketched
by Eric Hoffer. (Hoffer, n.d.)
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2.4 The Delphi Method180

When making decisions that require input from a variety of individuals, a group may be181

brought together to discuss the decision, with each person stating their opinion, until some182

agreement is made (either by voting or by consensus). Such decisions can be biased by strong183

personalities, the influence or power that some individuals have over others, etc.184

To eliminate these kinds of influences, researchers at the RAND Corporation, led by185

Norman Dalkey, developed the Delphi Method (Dalkey and Helmer (1963)) in the 1960s.186

Delphi aims to help a group reach a decision, and to allow group members to change their187

views, but to do so without personalities or power playing a role. Classical Delphi works188

through a series of “rounds” where partial information about others’ opinions is shared189

at the end of each round, without identifying who had what opinion. Individuals are then190

allowed to modify their opinion, and the process continues until, hopefully, some consensus is191

eventually reached. Rutgers/CCICADA has developed a modern online variant of Delphi, in192

which individuals may participate remotely, using the real-time synchrony of Google Sheets,193

under the control of a moderator. This method has been applied successfully in a (not yet194

published) project dealing with best practices for venue security, and an unpublished study195

of confidence in the context of cybersecurity. Detailed reviews of progress in the use of Delphi196

are given by Linstone et al. (1975) and Hasson et al. (2000)197

While developing6 the classical method, researchers at RAND experimented with “toy198

decision problems” requiring a numerical answer, such as how many eggs were eaten in the199

United States last year or how many cars were registered in California last year. Each person200

has some information relevant to the estimation, e.g., some idea of what his or her family201

members eat and a rough idea of the population of the U.S. Each person gives an estimate202

to a moderator, who provides feedback to the group, such as the mean response, or the203

quartiles. In the Rutgers extension, called “Modified Online Delphi Process (MODP),” the204

full set of responses is displayed to all participants, but without indicating which expert205

6The author thanks Prof. Fred Roberts for sharing personal recollections of the development of Delphi,
which took place when he was at RAND
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provided which response.206

The group members may then revise their estimates based on the feedback provided.207

If the process continues for some time, research has shown that people gravitate to being208

“holdouts” or “swingers.”7 The former stick with their answers after awhile, while the latter209

tend to gravitate toward the opinions of others (e.g., the mean). Subsequent research has210

suggested that rounds beyond the first or second are, therefore, less informative.211

Extensive experiments at RAND compared the accuracy of results obtained by the Delphi212

method to the results obtained by groups in face to face discussion. In general, the Delphi213

groups produced more accurate answers.214

A particularly interesting Delphi experiment asked whether all the participants need all215

the relevant information for the process to reach a good conclusion. After identifying facts216

relevant to a specific toy problem two methods were tested. In one, each member of a group217

had all those facts. In the second method, each member of a group was given only one of the218

relevant facts. The researchers found that the answers obtained in this second way were just219

as accurate, in general, as those obtained when all the participants had all the information.220

This illustrates a key benefits of Delphi: the panelists need not know all the concepts, context,221

or facts.222

Over the years, many variants of Delphi have been developed, and it has been applied in223

many situations. The original RAND application was to forecast the effect of technology on224

warfare. Other applications have involved predicting the year in which a given technology225

might become widely used, the most likely energy future, economic trends, etc. In policy or226

decision making applications, what is being estimated might be feasibility of an option, or227

desirability, or probability, etc.228

7This label was used internally at RAND before it acquired its current social connotations.
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3 Proposed Approach to the ECR Problem229

Based on this methodological review, and our ongoing review of the available data on either230

the quit-factor, qg, or the apprehension rate, ag, we propose that a Delphi-type aggregation231

of experts be piloted and used as the first step in developing a dynamically sustainable232

estimation of the apprehension rates at the border. Once the apprehension rates are known,233

then the number of missed detections can be estimated, for each group, as shown in Equation234

4.235

In particular we propose that the aggregation be weighted, based on accuracy in a closely236

related estimation task whose quality can be validated. We believe that using a Delphi-type237

process will limit the influence of “loud voices,” and that the process, following some pilot238

evaluation and adjustments, can be made asynchronous and distributed.239

4 The Technical Model240

The specific phrase “missed detections” implies the ability to distinguish between those who241

are not detected, and those who do not cross the border. We seek a method that uses data242

to calibrate various sources of estimates, and to aggregate those estimates. Consider first a243

single source of information, and suppose that source has estimated both the apprehension244

rate, a, and the “quit rate,” q, for some suitable group of N tagged persons. That information245

can be combined with the observed number of apprehensions in a table such as Table 1.246

For N Tagged Persons
Apprehended Deterred Kept Out

Predictions a(1− q)N qN a(1− q)N + qN
Data A ?? A+??

Table 1: An expert, a study, or an algorithm provides estimates of the number of persons kept
out of the country, and further divides them into those apprehended, and those deterred. Here we
consider only a biometrically tagged group, of size N .

It is clear from Table 1 that we cannot use the single piece of data, A to estimate both247
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a and q. However, we can determine something. Since the expert8 has provided an estimate248

of q, we know that it9 projects that the number of apprehensions will not be greater than249

(1− q)N , which corresponds to a = 1. Therefore, if the number of apprehensions A exceeds250

(1− q)N , we know that the expert has not “hit the nail on the head.” This can be used to251

down weight the expert’s assessment of the total number kept out. This might be done in252

several ways, and we consider methods that have a principled Bayesian interpretation. One253

such method assigns each expert a weight proportional to the probability of obtaining the254

observed result, if the expert were correct.10 The structure of the analysis is shown in Table255

2.256

For N Tagged Persons
Apprehended (Ae) Deterred (Qe) Missed (Me) Weight (we)

Expert− 1 a1(1− q1)N q1N (1− a1)(1− q1)N w1

Expert− 2 a2(1− q2)N q2N (1− a2)(1− q2)N w2

Expert− 3 a3(1− q3)N q3N (1− a3)(1− q3)N w3

Expert− 4 a4(1− q4)N q4N (1− a4)(1− q4)N w4

Data A unknown A+ unkown NA
Table 2: Several experts, studies, or algorithms provide estimates of the number of persons kept
out of the country, and further divide them into those apprehended, and those deterred. Here we
consider only a biometrically tagged group, of size N . By some process (see text) each expert e is
assigned a weight we

Using a weight proportional to the probability of obtaining the observed result, if the257

expert were correct is weighting based on relative likelihood. It can be thought of as treating258

each of the experts’ estimates as an alternative hypothesis. That is, Hypothesis 1 is “Expert259

1 is able to estimate the apprehension and quit rates”, etc. Note that the hypotheses are260

not exclusive; several of the experts may be able to estimate the rates accurately. In fact,261

we hope that this is the case.262

Even if the observed number of apprehensions exceeds the expected number of border263

crossings (which seems to mean an apprehension rate exceeding 100%) because quitting is a264

8For simplicity we will refer to any of documents, algorithms, or human experts as an “expert” in this
discussion.

9We refer to algorithms, persons, and studies as “it.”
10This is the basic concept of statistical confidence levels, although it is usually applied to rule out a null

hypothesis, rather than to weight several estimates.
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random process, there is some probability of obtaining the observed number, even in this case.265

To allow this possibility, we set the weight proportional to the exact binomial calculation of266

the probability. Thus, non-normalized weights are set proportional to the likelihood that the267

product ae(1 − qe) is a correct description of the behavior of the individuals in the specific268

group. Suppressing the index for the expert, e, these are given by Equation 5:269

w ∼ Prob(A|N, a(1− q))

= C

(
N

A

)
[a(1− q)]A[1− a(1− q)]N−A

(5)

Suppose now that there are several experts, labeled by e, and each has provided estimates270

of both a and q. We may call these ae, qe; e ∈ E, where E is the set of experts. If the271

observed number of apprehensions, A, is different from the predicted number of attempts,272

A
(e)
est = ae(1 − qe)N , the expert’s weight will be reduced, while a perfect match will the get273

the largest possible weight. One may then form a larger table, Table 2 including the quantity274

to be estimated, the “(estimated) Missed Detections” Me = (1− a)(1− q)N .275

The entries in this table may be elicited by “asking” each expert “of the N identified276

individuals, how many will try to enter again? How many of those will be apprehended?.”277

These provide estimates of 1− q and a.278

An example, using notional numbers for the estimates given by four “experts” is shown279

in Table 3.280

We note that although the probability is a natural choice, there are good reasons for281

using the logarithm of the probability as the weight of evidence (see Good (1967)). We282

propose to resolve this question after pilot testing the overall scheme.283

Once a method for assigning weights is selected, the estimates coming from the several284

experts can be aggregated to provide estimates of, for example, the total number of “missed285

detections.” The table is similar, but the weights are applied to a specific estimator of286

the missed detections (such as the Lincoln-Petersen, or the Chapman estimator). Thus, for287
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For N =100 Tagged Persons
DATA 60 Prob(A|model)

Aest ae qe Prob(A|model) weight
E1 53 75.00% 29.00% 0.032257082 0.3121042
E2 68 80.00% 15.00% 0.019711407 0.1907182
E3 55.25 65.00% 15.00% 0.051267515 0.4960401
E4 42 60.00% 30.00% 0.00011756 0.0011375

mean 57.2 70.98% 19.39%
stdDev 6.20% 6.50%

Aggregation 71%(6.2%) 19%(6.5%)
Table 3: An example, transferred from an Excel spreadsheet that calculates weights, based on
likelihood of a single observed data element (60 Apprehensions) for the models proposed by several
experts, E1, · · · , E4. The estimates of a and c are aggregated using those weights. The standard
deviation (of the four estimates) is presented as an indication of the precision of the aggregated
estimate (see text).

example, the estimate of the number “kept out,” Kest is given by Equation 6288

Kest =

∑
eweKe∑
ewe

(6)

The same can also be done for an estimate of the number missed, which is the focus of289

the present research. The number missed may be computed either by weighting the numbers290

estimated by each expert, or by weighting the estimates of a and q. It seems more efficient291

to directly weight the estimates of how many are missed, as shown in Equation 7.292

Mest =

∑
ewe(1− ae)(1− qe)N∑

ewe

(7)

4.1 Are there other schemes for weighting?293

Can we do more about assigning weights? One possible approach, similar in spirit to Data294

Envelopment Analysis Cooper et al. (2007), permits each expert to have its own “optimal”295

value for the unknown apprehension rate a. This “most favorable value” is then used in296

whatever formula is chosen for assigning weights. Some examination of this idea shows that297

as long as the observed number of apprehensions is less than the expert’s prediction, the298

prediction and the observation will match exactly, for some suitable a. This means that only299
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the experts who predicted fewer attempts than the observed number of apprehensions would300

be down-weighted at all. The others would have their predictions “adjusted” by picking the301

right value for the apprehension rate a to adjust only their predictions, to agree with the302

data.303

Since this seems unreasonable, we might ask for a less forgiving way of adjusting esti-304

mates. Here we might say that we do not know the value of a, but we will choose the one that305

makes the collection of expert estimates as “good as possible.”11 But we are now trapped in306

a kind of vicious circle. We need to know abest in order to know the weights we; but deciding307

whether one value of a is better than another depends on calculating through to the end,308

which depends upon the weights.12309

4.2 Sow’s Ear310

There is a folk saying “you can’t make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.” That rule applies311

here. Since all of the computations depend only on z = a(1−q) an expert will receive the top312

rating if it somehow gets z right, while being wildly wrong about both a and q. Because of313

the fundamental theory of branching processes this is true even if details of the distribution314

of the random variable describing apprehensions A could be measured.315

The root of the problem here is that we have only one piece of information: the number316

of apprehensions during the period of interest, Ae. If experts can predict more measurable317

information, we may be able to improve our estimates of weights for the several experts. A318

clue to how we might do this comes from interview studies, which, in at least one case, asked319

people whether they would try again within 7 days of being released.320

If such people could be correctly identified, then they would provide a very clean estimate321

of the apprehension rate. This would be done by noting the date on which each such person322

11Why not adjust the weights? Because there is so little information that, as long as there is one expert
whose Ae ≤ A and another whose Ae′ ≥ A, the adjustment can provide a meaningless perfect fit.

12For example, we might say that the best value of a is the one the minimizes the squared difference

between the observed number of apprehensions A and the weighted sum Aest =
∑

e weae(1−qe)N∑
e we
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was released, and calculating how many of them have been apprehended precisely within323

seven days of release. If the characterization were statistical, rather than individual (say, an324

estimate that 80% of them would try again within 7 days) then the corresponding estimate325

would be A≤7d/[0.8Nreleased], with the associated Binomial probabilities.326

There is a way, in principle, to extend this idea, by asking the experts to provide more327

data points than just “try again in a certain number of days.” This method is explored in328

an extension of the Delphi method developed at Rutgers, which will be described once a329

suitable NDA is in place to support development of the intellectual property.330

5 Availability of Data and Other Limitations331

The prospects for obtaining the most basic data needed to conduct this analysis are somewhat332

bleak. As of January 2017, the GAO reported (GAO (2017)) that:333

“In a 2015 report, the DHS Office of Inspector General found that Border334

Patrol’s recidivism rate methodology did not fully measure performance results335

because its recidivism rate did not reflect an alien’s re-apprehension over multiple336

years. Specifically, the Office of Inspector General found the methodology did not337

properly account for persons apprehended near the end of a fiscal year who may338

re-cross the border a short time later in the new fiscal year, and recommended339

DHS develop and implement performance measures that track alien recidivism340

and re-apprehension rates over multiple fiscal years. DHS concurred with this341

recommendation and stated that it would address it as part of its broader State342

of the Border Risk Methodology— a strategy to identify high-risk areas along the343

border and to use this information to support decisions regarding the deployment344

of Border Patrol resources. However, in May 2016, CBP officials told us that345

the State of the Border Risk Methodology incorporates the same recidivism rate346

methodology discussed in the DHS Inspector General’s finding and is not intended347
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to measure or report on performance of border security efforts overall. As of348

September 2016, the DHS Office of Inspector General’s recommendation to track349

recidivism over multiple fiscal years remained open.”350

It is to be hoped that Border Patrol does have the data needed to count recidivists by351

the number of days since release, even if the interval crosses an accounting boundary.352

Rosenblum and Hipsman (2016) have noted that the overall goal of border security man-353

agement is not to compute missed detections, but to reduce the overall flow:354

Apart from the proportion of migrants deterred at the border, an additional355

metric of successful enforcement is “remote deterrence:” the number (or share)356

of potential migrants who are discouraged even from undertaking a trip to the357

border. In many ways, remote deterrence is the ultimate measure of effective358

enforcement: if the border is known to be secure, few will initiate an illegal trip.359

By its nature, remote deterrence is difficult to measure, but surveys conducted360

in communities of origin typically question peop le about their intentions, and361

the factors that influence their migration plans. Such surveys also attempt to362

document cases in which people choose not to migrate unlawfully because of the363

perceived costs or difficulty of doing so364

The method proposed here includes this kind of “remote” deterrence, along with deter-365

rence that happens right at the border. Both are included in the concept of “quit.” In366

addition, this method provides a principled way to weight the estimates of different experts367

(or algorithms, or, if they provide estimates that can be checked against future data, pub-368

lished reports). It seems to provide reasonable protection against giving too much weight to369

estimates that are wrong, with one possible exception. This is the situation where, for some370

reason, a study, an algorithm, or an expert, gets the product ag(1− qg) almost exactly right371

for some group g, but gets the two individual factors quite wrong. The best way to weed out372

such “lucky guesses” is to have more than a single touchstone for assessing and weighting373

the individual experts.374
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As mentioned above, the research team has developed such a model, whose details are375

not disclosed here. It is being developed and will be disclosed under the terms of the contract376

with DHS/OUP/BTI, regarding disclosure.377

The procedure described here can be placed in a fully Bayesian framework, by asserting378

that each of the experts has equal a priori probability of correctly describing quitting and379

chance of apprehension. This is called an “uninformative prior.” A more complex Bayesian380

framework might assign unequal prior probabilities, perhaps giving a higher weight to a381

human expert who has interviewed many border-crossers for an academic research project.382

On the other hand, another approach might give more weight to estimates provided by383

border patrol agents, who draw on their tacit understanding about individual human beings.384

The most agnostic Bayesian position starts from the uninformative prior, and lets evidence385

accumulate over time. Tinkering with the priors raises the risk of hunting for a desired386

answer by giving more weight to expert inputs favoring that desired answer.387

This calls for one final, somewhat pessimistic note. Any model with a reasonable num-388

ber of parameters suffers from two “diseases:” the static disease; and the disease of self-389

promotion. The static disease leaves parameters set as they were when the models were390

first developed, and fails to keep up with changing situations. Victims of the self promoting391

disease change parameters frequently in order to make the performance of the organization392

look as good as possible for short term review. The developers of the model can prevent393

neither of these diseases.394
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